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Abstract—A phonon transport simulator using a Monte Carlo
method is used to analyze the heat conduction properties in
FinFET structure. We compare the simulation results to those
obtained from the conventional heat conduction equation based
on the Fourier’s law, and discuss about the discrepancies at-
tributed to ballistic transport effect. We also analyze the impact
of additional heat path through gate contact, and show that it
has a less significant but non-negligible contribution which could
slightly reduce the hot spot temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The heat conduction property is one of the main concerns
for nanoscale FETs relating to reliability and performance
[1][2]. The non-planar structures surrounded by insulating
films are preferred to maintain the gate controllability. How-
ever, in terms of the thermal property, they are not favorable
because there are only narrow paths to conduct the higher
density power (≫ 1 TW/cm3) away from the hot spot created
in the drain [3]. So new simulation tools to accurately evaluate
the heat conduction phenomena in nanoscale are now strongly
required. We have recently developed Monte Carlo (MC) sim-
ulator for solving the phonon’s Boltzmann transport equation
taking account of rigorous physical models [4]. Furthermore,
we have utilized this tool to explore heat transport properties
not only in nanoscale test structures [5], but also the FinFET
devices [6], and discussed the validity or limitations of the
conventional Fourier-based approach, where the thermal flux
is proportional to the temperature gradient, due to the quasi-
ballistic phonon transport effect [7].

In this study, we present in-depth analysis about the heat
conduction properties in nanoscale FinFET structure based
on the various simulation techniques (MC, a finite element
method, and an equivalent thermal circuit model).

II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the FinFET structure simu-
lated in this study. Bulk FinFET structure with a gate length
of 22 nm and a Fin thickness of 8 nm [8] was considered.
MC particles were assumed to be confined only inside the
Si region, i.e., the perfectly reflecting boundary condition
(assuming purely diffuse boundary scattering [4]) was enforced
at the Si/insulator interfaces. A heat source with a power
density of 7.1 TW/cm3 mimicking the hot spot (total input
power = 34 µW) was placed at the drain edge. In addition,
the constant-temperature reservoirs at 300 K were set on the
source/drain contacts and below the Si substrate, which act as
heat sinks to remove the accumulated heat in the device.
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the FinFET structure simulated in this study. The
heat source was placed at the drain edge with a heat density of 7.1 TW/cm3,
and the constant-temperature reservoirs at 300 K were set on the top of the
source/drain pads and below the bottom of the Si substrate.

Fig. 2 shows the net dissipated heat in each reservoir
calculated by averaging over the simulation time after turning
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Fig. 2. Time-averaged heat dissipation in reservoirs placed at the source,
drain, and substrate contacts. The net removal of MC particles were counted
in each reservoir region.
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Fig. 3. Steady-state temperature distribution on the vertical cross-section in-
dicated in Fig. 1. The simulation results obtained from (a) the heat conduction
equation based on Fourier’s law and (b) the present MC method are compared.

on the heat source. The steady state was reached after ∼ 10 ns,
and the drain and substrate were found to be the main thermal
contacts to remove the heat. More details on the physical
models and algorithms regarding the phonon MC simulation
are described in our previous publications [4][5].

The MC simulation results were compared to those ob-
tained by solving the heat conduction equation based on the
Fourier’s law. Fig. 3 shows the steady-state temperature distri-
bution; although we calibrated the Fourier-based simulator to
yield the same thermal conductivities of bulk Si and infinite
Si thinfilms as the MC simulator, significantly different hot
spot temperature (∆T ∼ 95 K) was observed between the two
methods. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4, similar results
were obtained for the percentage of the heat flow coming out
from each reservoir.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Thermal Circuit Analysis

To understand the mechanisms behind the simulation re-
sults, the considerations based on the equivalent thermal circuit
model were carried out. As shown in Fig. 5, the thermal
paths from the heat source to each reservoir are divided
into two resistance components in series, i.e., the inside Fin
region (Rfin) and the residual part (Rpad or Rsub). Then, the
magnitudes of thermal resistances were roughly estimated from
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Fig. 4. Percentage of heat flux coming out from Si substrate, drain and source
contacts calculated using (a) Fourier law and (b) MC method.
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Fig. 5. Equivalent thermal circuit model for the simulated FinFET structure.

R = ∆T/Q, where ∆T is the temperature difference across
the heat path and Q is the heat flux. The calculated results are
shown in Fig. 6.

MC results exhibit larger thermal resistances compared to
the Fourier law particularly in the paths from the Fin exit
to the heat sink. This is due to the quasi-ballistic transport
effect of phonons, which becomes significant when the system
size is comparable or less than the phonon mean free path λ
(Fig. 7). Also note that even inside the Fin, the MC results
show the larger Rfin, indicating the quasi-ballistic transport
effect. Although λ is considered to be significantly shortened
in the Fin due to the frequent phonon boundary scattering, the
phonon conduction nature is not fully diffusive in the simulated
system assumed in this study.

B. Gate as Additional Heat Path

Finally, a rough estimation is made to assess the contri-
bution of the gate electrode to remove the heat from the hot
spot. As mentioned above, the current simulation is neglecting
the heat flow though the Si/insulator interfaces due to the
poor thermal conductivities of insulating materials and/or the
existence of the interfacial thermal resistance [9]. However, the
metal gate, which is expected to be a good heat sink, is located
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Fig. 6. Magnitudes for the thermal resistances (MK/W) in Fig. 5 evaluated
from the simulations using (a) Fourier law and (b) MC method.
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Fig. 7. (Top) Example of the phonon trajectories for simulating the thermal
point contact structure. (Bottom) Schematic illustration showing the phonon
ballistic transport effect. (a) If y > d > λ, the phonon emitted from the top
contact easily returns back by the scattering. (b) If λ > d, it has less chance to
return and instead is likely to reach the bottom contact. The thermal resistance
is then limited by the phonon radiative flux from the top contact. This is also
the case for (c) λ > y.

close to the hot spot, though the gate insulator is inserted across
them. So we have estimated the effect of the additional heat
path by using the thermal circuit model. As shown in Fig. 8,
the resistance from the hot spot to the source edge (Rfin,s)
was divided beneath the gate, and a new branch was added
to conduct the heat to the gate heat sink. The division of
Rfin,s was performed by taking account of the distance Lfin,s1

between the center points of the gate and the heat source.
According to Fig. 9, Lfin,s1 is estimated to be 21 nm, while
the entire distance Lfin,s covered by Rfin,s is 62 nm. ¿From
these values, we can calculate Rfin,s1 and Rfin,s2 as follows:

Rfin,s1 =
Lfin,s1

Lfin,s
×Rfin,s , (1)

Rfin,s2 =
Lfin,s − Lfin,s1

Lfin,s
×Rfin,s . (2)
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Fig. 8. Equivalent thermal circuit model to estimate the heat dissipation
through gate electrode. Rfin,s in Fig. 5 was divided and a new branch was
added to conduct the heat to the gate heat sink.
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Fig. 9. Schematic cross-sectional view of the simulated FinFET structure
along the channel direction.

The additional branch (the red components in Fig. 8) was
represented by two resistances in series, i.e., the interfacial
resistance Rint = 13.4 MK/W and the insulating layer resis-
tance Rox = 0.5 MK/W, where Rint was calculated using the
parameter for Si/SiO2 interface (2× 10−8 Wm2K−1 [9]) and
the gate area of 1.5×10−11 cm2, and Rox was from the thermal
conductivity of SiO2 (1.38 W/mK) assuming the thickness of
1 nm. We then recalculate the maximum temperature using
this new circuit with additional gate heat path as shown in
Fig. 8. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 10. Since the
gate insulator is very thin, itself has a negligible impact, but
Rint significantly impedes the heat flow. It has been found that
the gate has a less significant, but non-negligible contribution,
which would reduce the hot spot temperature slightly.

IV. CONCLUSION

A phonon transport simulator using the Monte Carlo
method has been used to calculate the heat conduction prop-
erties in the FinFET structure, and the simulated results were
analyzed with the help of the equivalent thermal circuit model.
The simulated results have been compared to those of the
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Fig. 10. (Top) Heat flow percentage through the gate electrode, Si substrate,
drain, and source contacts, estimated from the model shown in Fig. 8 based
on the results of (a) Fourier law and (b) MC method. (Bottom) Change of the
hot spot temperature before and after the insertion of the gate heat path.
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conventional heat conduction equation based on the Fourier’s
law, and the discrepancy in the estimated hot spot temperatures
was found between the two methods. This observation could
be attributed to the quasi-ballistic transport effect of phonons,
which is significant mainly in the pad region but also important
inside the Fin. We also analyzed the impact of additional heat
path through gate contact, and demonstrated that it has a less
significant but non-negligible contribution which could slightly
reduce the hot spot temperature.
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